Royal Prime Inc., manufacturer of high-end replacement windows, is pleased to introduce our newest line of art glass designed especially for cabinets. After many years of manufacturing art glass for our window and door products, we are proud to offer this innovative product as an add on to your kitchen cabinets. We use a unique overlay process and Stained Glass Overlay products to bind SGO Mylar films and real lead strips to a solid piece of double strength or tempered glass. The benefits of using SGO art glass products are strength, safety, durability and ease of maintenance.

Let Royal Prime simplify your decorative glass choices. Our new collection was created to provide some ideas, that may inspire you to transform your kitchen cabinets into works of art. All photographs featured in this brochure utilize standard components from our range of Stained Glass Overlay quality products. Our designers can recreate any of the designs illustrated in this brochure. We can also develop your own ideas or create totally original concepts to suit your individual desires.
We believe that every customer’s wish can be turned into a spectacular piece of glass, and that the end result will enhance the beauty of your home.

It is with great pleasure that Royal Prime introduces you to our Designer collection. This collection consists of four pieces specifically designed to complement the latest in today’s kitchen concepts. Every piece is handcrafted with intricate care and is sure to add a sense of excitement to your kitchen.

**Grape Cluster**

The grapes and leaves in this piece are created by using the cathedral colors; kiwi and claret. The border is made using a standard green color. The background is made with clear pebble texture. Customers can choose between Brass & Platinum Lead.
The Rose – a beloved favorite! This piece is created using the standard rose color for the flower and cathedral kiwi for the leaves. The border is made using glue chip texture and the center background is “mist”. Customers can choose between brass or platinum lead.

Yellow Rose

The yellow rose is sure to brighten your day! This piece is created using the cathedral yellow and kiwi colors for the flower and leaves. The border is made using glue chip, and the center background is mist. Customers can choose between brass or platinum lead.

Sea Shell

Lose yourself in the tranquil serenity of the seashore with a treasured seashell! This piece is created using obscure pebble texture for the shell, squares, and rectangle areas on the design. Clear pebble texture is used for the background and borders. Several of the interior horizontal and vertical striping areas have been left clear to add variation to the piece. Customers can choose between brass or platinum lead.
Diamond Beveled Glass is a beautiful option for any home. Individual hand-crafted crystals of glass provide a fabulous three-dimensional effect. Light itself becomes a thing of beauty as it travels through the glass bevels, providing subtle yet majestic patterns which develop the room.

Our beveled glass collection consists of nine distinctive designs created by using a variety of textures and glass bevels.

**Regal Diamond**

Add a touch of class to your kitchen! This piece is created using six diamond bevels and glue chip texture on the border and interior vertical inset. The center is clear glass. Customers can choose between brass or platinum lead.
STANDARD DIAMOND

This is a customer favorite; it has been given great accolades! This piece is created using two large star diamond bevels and a full mist textured background. Customers can choose between brass or platinum lead.

ROYAL DIAMOND

The Royal Diamond, our MOST POPULAR piece, is created using a 3x5 bevel and a glue chip texture on the border. The center area is clear glass. Customers can choose between brass or platinum lead.
This piece is perfect for the homeowner who desires a decorative touch while keeping the contents of their cabinet private. This piece is created using two 3x5 bevels and a full obscure pebble textured background and border. Customers can choose between brass or platinum lead.

Simply elegant!! This piece is created using three bevels and a glue chip textured background and clear glass border. Customers can choose between brass or platinum lead.
MAJESTIC DIAMOND
A luxurious expression of time-less beauty! This piece is created using three small bevels. The background is clear pebble texture and the vertical stripe is obscure pebble texture. Customers can choose between brass or platinum lead.

CRYSTAL DIAMOND
This gorgeous design combines four 2x4 bevels to produce one large centered diamond. The end result is a fabulous multi-dimensional effect sure to catch rays of light from every angle. The background is clear pebble texture. The vertical stripes are clear glass. Customers can choose between brass or platinum lead.
**Jeweled Diamond**

This unique design turns your cabinet door into a beautiful focal point in your kitchen. This piece is created using three vertically centered bevels with a glue chip textured inset frame. The background and exterior border is clear glass. Customers can choose between brass or platinum lead.

**Star Diamond**

By precisely arranging 6 star bevels, we can create a touch of elegance to any door. The background is made with a clear pebble texture. Customers can choose between brass or platinum lead.
Choosing a standard is quick, but customizing your glass insert is easy too! You can mix and match any of the 4 textures and 12 colors below to create a semi-custom look that fits your needs. If you prefer, for an additional charge, a custom palette of colors, textures, and leads can be made to match your very own decorative colors. Please ask your design consultant for the details.

**Textures**
- AA Mist
- BB Glue Chip
- CC Clear Pebble
- DD Obscure Pebble

**Colors: Standard**
1. Peach
2. Green
3. Rust
4. Beige
5. Navy Blue
6. Rose

**Colors: Cathedral,**
*consists of marble like color variations*
7. Alpine Green
8. Butter Yellow
9. Sea Blue
10. Claret
11. Milky White
12. Kiwi

**Lead Choices:** Platinum or Brass
Customize your own kitchen cabinets!! Colors and patterns enrich our lives. Art glass, with its stirring colors and intricate craftsmanship, has the power to add character to any cabinet.

Like having your own rainbow, you can take your own colorful ideas to wonderful places by choosing from our array of custom colors and textures and combining them to any of our 13 unique designs to create your own custom cabinet inserts! Let your imagination be your guide!

**Navajo**
*(as pictured)*

Kiwi Stripe
Claret Insert and Diamonds
Glue Chip Background
Platinum Lead
**Classic**
(AS PICTURED)

Sea Blue Diamonds
Obscure Pebble background
Platinum Lead

**Premier**
(AS PICTURED)

Alpine Green Diamonds
Clear Pebble background
Brass Lead

- Choose any combination of 4 textures & 12 colors
- Choice of lead color - Platinum or Brass
Created using textures, film, & glass bevels

AZTEC (AS PICTURED)
- Green border around center diamond
- Clear Pebble upper, middle and lower diamond
- Glue Chip background
- Brass Lead

INCA (AS PICTURED)
- Navy Blue center stripe
- Clear diamonds
- Mist background

DYNASTY (AS PICTURED)
- Rust stripe
- Clear Pebble background
- Brass Lead
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Soho
(as pictured)
- Rust squares on stripes
- Clear vertical stripes
- Beige background
- Brass Lead

Tribeca
(as pictured)
- Alpine Green squares on stripe
- Clear vertical stripe
- Mist background

Choose any combination of 4 textures & 12 colors
Choice of lead color - Platinum or Brass
CREATED USING TEXTURES, FILM, & GLASS BEVELS

... CONTINUED

CHELSEA
(AS PICTURED)
Rose striping with milky white inset
Clear Pebble background
Platinum Lead

MANHATTAN
(AS PICTURED)
Sea Blue striping with butter yellow insets
Milky White background
Platinum Lead
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**Heritage**  
*(as pictured)*  
Kiwi diamonds and border  
Glue Chip background  
Platinum Lead

**Cathedral**  
*(as pictured)*  
Peach background  
Platinum Lead

**Sovereign**  
*(as pictured)*  
Clear Pebble background  
Brass

- Choose any combination of 4 textures & 12 colors  
- Choice of lead color - Platinum or Brass
Add a unique flair to a traditional look – simply choose from one of four current designs that compliment cabinets with existing grids. Choose from the delicate climbing leaves, or a dimensional bevel effect, or keep it simple by just adding only a texture or color to the glass insert. Whatever you decide - your multi-lite door will come to life with a touch of art glass!

**Climbing Leaves**

This delicate vine will add a touch of interest to your multi-lite door. The piece was created using kiwi and alpine green for the leaves. The background is clear glass. Customers can choose between brass or platinum lead.
**Simple Impression**

Keep it simple and avoid unsightly interior clutter by adding a texture or color to your glass insert. This piece was created using Glue Chip texture.

---

**Star Grid**

Bevels add elegance! This design was created using 6 star diamonds, clear Pebble texture background and brass lead.

---

**Diamond Grid**

Traditional diamond bevels add a touch of class to this multi-lite door. This piece was created using 6 traditional diamond bevels, mist texture for the background and brass lead.

---

**Choice of Lead Color - Platinum or Brass**

**Choice of Texture or Color for Background**
**Care & Cleaning**

- **DO NOT** clean SGO for seven (7) days.

- To clean the surface of your SGO, use a soft cloth and common household window cleaner. Apply the window cleaner to the cloth, then clean your SGO piece. **DO NOT** use a squeegee.

- If the exterior of your SGO is exposed to heavy moisture immediately after completion, accelerated oxidation of the lead could cause streaking. This is normal and the streaks will come off with common household window cleaner a soft cloth.

- Brass Lead Care and Cleaning. **DO NOT** use a solvent or ammonia base product. Use a solution of mild liquid detergent and water applied to a soft cloth. **DO NOT** use a squeegee.
Since 1978 Royal Prime Inc. has served our customers with the finest quality windows to fit varied budgets and designs. Our traditions of reliability and expert craftsmanship have instilled customer confidence in our products and our company.

We take our windows seriously and our art glass cabinet inserts are just as important! For high quality art glass at competitive prices, rely on the expertise and dependable service of Royal Prime Inc. for all your designer cabinet glass needs!